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 Law Centre II (LC II), Faculty of Law, 

University of Delhi is the time tested 

legal institution par excellence. It is the 

national hub of legal studies. Since its 

inception in 1971 , the department has 

been a leader producing many legal 

luminaries, The alumni of Law Centre-II 

includes top bureaucrats, police

officers, military officers, teachers from 

different departments, CAs , doctors, 

engineers, and other professionals.

The Centre had the privilege of being 

headed by the top law scholars of

India. The former In-charges of Law 

Centre-II paved the way to make the 

Centre one of the premier educational 

institutions imparting education in law 

in the country. This year Law Centre-II 

has completed 50 glorious years of 

legal excellence and this program is 

organised as a part of its golden

jubilee celebrations.

Ethiccraft Club is meant for 

empowering the youth of India on 

the matter of values and social well- 

being through systematic education 

and training programmes. 

With the motto, “Marching towards 

Values”, Ethiccraft Club is organizing 

various programmes to help, support, 

and create a favorable ambience for 

the holistic development of youth. 

The members of the Ethiccraft Club 

are solemnly resolved for the 

enlightenment, encouragement, and 

empowerment to help them evolve 

as future leaders of the society. 

Ethiccraft Club in collaboration with 

Campus Law Center have done a 

successful International Conference 

on Law & Spirituality (ICLS 2021) on 

27, 28 & 29 August 2021. 

About the Organisers



The International Series of Webinar on

Law and Ethics is an effort to shed more

light on the intersection of Law &

Ethics. The purpose of this series of

webinar is to identify the role and

importance of spirituality in making,

interpreting and enforcing laws.

The objective of the law is to maintain

social order and peace within the nation

and protection to all the citizens. Law

gives us the broader outline which if

one transgresses attracts the penalty.

Ethics are moral principles that govern a

person's behaviour or these are the

code of conduct that helps a person to

decide what is right or wrong and how

to act.

Ethics has its own role to play in

achieving the objectives of the law.

Ethics and laws are found in virtually all

spheres of society. They govern the

actions of individuals around the world

on a daily basis. They often work hand-

in-hand to ensure that citizens act in a

certain manner, and likewise coordinate

efforts to protect the health, safety and

welfare of the public.

About the Webinar
Ethics are basically governed by an

individual, legal or professional

norms, like workplace ethics,

environmental ethics etc. Ethics play a

pivotal role in the foundation of our

professional career and maintain our

academic Integrity. On the other

hand, Ethical failure also confirms the

downfall of the year long legacy of

virtue. 

Indian Scriptures have always been

vocal about the relationship between

Law and Ethics. These books

intertwined the need of the soul and

body without disturbing the fabric of

legal values. 

There is no doubt that spirituality

drives ethics, and gives reason for

one's conduct. As Aristotle also said

Virtuous people always live ethically.

To enhance the standards of legal

profession it is a right time to take a

new approach and see the profession

with an eye of spirituality. 



    IQ (Intelligence Quotient) tests are famous for assessing logical, 

     mathematical and linguistic skills. 

➢While IQ and EQ help us to function in our present situations, SQ 

    (Spiritual Quotient) is all about ‘thinking out of the box.’ By 

exercising their SQ an individual can discover deeper meaning, 

    purpose and direction in life. 

➢ Psychologists and neuroscientists are increasingly talking about 

    the need for Emotional Quotient (EQ). Those with high EQ’s are                

.  emotionally balanced, able to maintain composure in the chaos of life

 

 EQ, IQ, SQ 

 Session 1

FRI, 22nd Oct, 2021



 Bharat has had several mathematicians and scientists who’ve

been inspired by the Vedas. From Aryabhatta, the famed

mathematician who introduced the world to zero [0], to Srinivas

Ramanujan, who spoke of mathematics as representing the

thoughts of God, the Vedas contain all branches of knowledge,

representing the macro and micro worlds, and far beyond.

➢ Topics to be discussed—

 India – A case of Identity Crisis

 What we must know about our identity, in order to be leader 

 and producers , rather mindless paid workers and

 consumers

 Vedic India – what we must know

 Refutation of Myths and Propaganda around Vedic India.

Sat, 23rd Oct, 2021

 Session 2

 Glories of VEDIC INDIA
 



➢ Topics to be discussed—

 Why things go against our desire?

 The Law of Karma: An Infallible Justice

 Ignorance of Law is no Excuse

 Is hard work The Supreme Factor In Deciding My Future? 

 The Greatest Welfare Work

 Can I Not Do Good to People Without Spirituality?

 Story: The Greatest Social Service.

 Whose life is considered successful.

➢ This session dispels some of the common misconceptions about 

spiritual life and also includes a historical narrative that illustrates 

how the consciousness in which we live and act determines our 

next moment .

➢ Also given is both a philosophical and practical understanding of 

the secret of action that disentangles us from the rat race, enables 

us to do the highest good to others and simultaneously helps us to 

return our destination, thus ending our long secret journey.

 Session 3

The Secret of Action- from Illusion to Reality
 

fri, 29th Oct, 2021



➢ This session teaches us how to inculcate Spirituality in our 

 professional life.

➢ Topics to be discussed—

 What is Self-management?

 Different Levels of Training

 Experience Real Freedom through spirituality.

 The Need for Self-Control for Self-Management

 Practical examples of Self-control from everyday life

 How Self-Control boosts Will Power, Concentration and 

 Memory ?

 How Self-restraint develops Will power ?

 Uncontrolled mind and senses: what it can do to you ?

 No Peace of mind without Self Management

 Practical Solutions to Sense Control

 Benefits of Self Control

➢ Spiritual training used to be part of the classical educational

 tradition. Students were tutored in ethics and philosophy. Religion 

 was taught and prayer was encouraged. As recent as one

 generation ago, the character of students—though not ideal – was

 angelic compared to today’s.

 Session 4

The Art of Self Management

Sat, 3oth Oct, 2021



Mr. Bloch served as a Consultant at the Supreme Court of 

India, providing mediation training to judges and senior 

advocates. He has also served as an Adjunct Professor, at 

the University of Wales (UK) and as a Mediator, Supreme 

Court of the United States.

Mr. Shubha Vilas has trained professionals globally across 

several MNCs such as Microsoft, Amazon, Google, etc. He has 

delivered over 4000 talks across 20 countries and has been a 

visiting faculty at IIM, Ranchi & NMIMS.

Mr. Rajagopal is a senior adjunct lecturer with the Essec French 

Business School and was awarded Global Lecturer of the Year 

Award, 2018, Essec Business School.

Ms. Pillai is practicing Attorney & presently serving as a 

Conveyancer in South Africa. She has also been a Legal 

Trainer for Criminal Court Practice at the Law Society of South 

Africa (LSSA).

Mr. Brian Bloch

Shri Shubha Vilas

Ms. Vasanthie Pillai

Author & Speaker

Ombudsman, US Department of Interior

Mr. Siva Kumar Rajagopal 
Advocate and Solicitor, Singapore

Acting Magistrate, Department of Justice, 
South Africa
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https://tinyurl.com/4rcsa6ah

Participation certificates will be provided to all
the registered attendees.

For further updates about the 

conference, follow us at:

For any queries, contact us at:

+91-89503 69930 

@EthiccraftClub

t.me/LawAndSpirituality

info.lawandethics01@gmail.com

REGISTRATION LINK: 


